CUSTOMER PROGRAM MANAGER – CAMERA - NVIDIA

The Tegra mobile processor includes a sophisticated Image Signal Processor (ISP) used for processing still and video images for mobile cameras. The Camera CPM will manage all aspects of customer mobile camera programs, including camera bring-up, sensor calibration, and image quality tuning.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Manage ISP tuning process to meet individual customer image quality needs.
- Develop program schedules, milestones and deliverables.
- Translate customer requirements into specific tasks for all functional areas and proactively capture, track and drive all issues to closure, including bugs and feature requests.
- Communicate the issue status to the customer and the engineering teams.
- Correctly represent the urgency of issues and escalate issues appropriately.
- Work closely with the hardware and software engineering teams, the FAEs and the Sales team to resolve technical and logistic issues.
- Regularly communicate the program status and key issues to management.
- Develop a close working relationship with the customer’s development team and use creativity to find solutions to their issues.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

- 5+ years Program Management experience.
- Proven history of Project / Program Management of consumer software / hardware products.
- Detail oriented with proven ability to multitask in a fast-paced environment with shifting priorities and changing requirements.
- Excellent communication and technical presentation skills.
- Proactive, responsive and keen on process enhancement.
- Strong technical background; experience with imaging (image sensors, optics, image processing pipelines, etc.) preferred.
- Experience with mobile platforms a plus.
- Experience managing global projects and foreign languages a plus.
- BS / MS Engineering or Computer Science preferred.

For those interested, contact:
Raj Khanna
rkhanna@nvidia.com
(408) 566-6550 W
(408) 472-4085 C